brief COmmUNiCAtiONs ArisiNg In response to the Article by Knowles et al. 1 , we present analyses that we believe challenge the Piggyback-the-Winner model and the proposed mechanistic link between increases in lysogeny, suppression of lysis, and the decline of the virus-to-microbial cell ratio (VMR) at high microbial cell densities. We argue that an integrated research approach that combines mechanistic models with measurements inside and outside cells is needed to assess the importance and relevance of lysogeny in diverse microbiomes. There is a Reply to this Comment by Knowles, B & Rohwer, F. Nature 549, http://dx.doi.org/10.1038/ nature23296 (2017).
In 1989, Bergh and colleagues used a culture-independent approach to show that virus densities in aquatic environments are thousands-to-millions times higher than culture-based estimates 2 . Since then, estimating the relative abundance of viruses and microbial cells has become central to efforts to characterize the scope of viral effects on the function of ecosystems [3] [4] [5] . A consensus had emerged from these estimates: viruses are typically tenfold more abundant than microbial cells. Two recent papers-by Wigington et al. 6 and Knowles et al. 1 -re-examined the collective evidence underlying this consensus. Using complementary datasets and analysis methods, they each found that the VMR is not well described by a fixed ratio, but instead decreases with cell density. Although systems with higher microbial densities tend to have more viruses in total, they also tend to have fewer viruses per microbe. Knowles et al.
1 take a further step by offering a mechanistic explanation for this emergent, nonlinear relationship. Their Piggyback-the-Winner (PtW) hypothesis argues that the observed nonlinear relationship occurs because "lytic dynamics are suppressed at high host density and density-dependent growth rate owing to the increased prevalence of lysogeny… and superinfection exclusion rather than resistance. " We agree with Knowles et al. 1 that empirical evidence supports a systematic decline in VMR with increasing microbial cell densities. However, contrary to the conclusions of Knowles et al. 1 , we contend that there is not, at present, robust empirical nor theoretical support for PtW as a mechanism to explain the systematic decline in VMR. We base this claim on the following reasons (see Supplementary Information for supporting analyses).
First, we contend that empirical measurements of Knowles et al. 1 do not constitute robust evidence that lysogeny increases in prevalence with increasing microbial cell densities within coral reefs. In their paper, Knowles et al. 1 analysed the frequency of 'hallmark' genes associated with lysogeny in free viromes, including excisionase, integrase, and provirus-like reads. They concluded that significant positive relationships exist between each of these hallmark genes and log-transformed microbial cell densities, but did not report the variance explained in these relationships. To reach this conclusion, Knowles et al. 1 used boostrap P-value thresholds of 0.10, rather than 0.05, in robust regression analyses that requires several non-unique parameter choices to discount influential data points. By contrast, we find that standard, correlation-based analyses yield no significant relationships between any of the lysogeny indicators and log-transformed microbial cell densities (Fig. 1) . In addition to standard, correlation-based analyses, we used non-parametric correlation analysis and a suite of robust regressions, including those used by Knowles et al. 1 (see Supplementary Information and Supplementary Tables 1-3) . In doing so, we find predominantly non-significant relationships and limited statistical support for a weak, positive relationship between just one hallmark gene and microbial cell densities with minimal explanatory power (that is, less than 10% of variance explained).
Second, in those instances in which there is statistical evidence that a lysogeny indicator increases with microbial densities, Knowles et al. 1 interpret such a trend as indicative of a decreasing relevance of lytic activity. According to the PtW hypothesis, lysogeny should be more prevalent and lysis should be less frequent with increasing cell abundance. Yet the metagenomic analysis of lysogeny prevalence in Knowles et al. 1 derives from measurements of the extracellular fraction. Finding more hallmark genes associated with lysogeny outside of cells is consistent with a hypothesis of increasing induction and lysis of hosts by temperate phage. This would imply that lysis, rather than lysogeny, increases in prevalence with increasing microbial cell densities. Disentangling changes in the relative proportion of temperate phage and their rates of integration and induction will help to determine to what extent lysogeny influences the ratio of viruses-to-microbial cells. To do so requires the collection of sequence information from both viral and cellular fractions as well as improved assays to identify temperate phage and their activity from short-sequence reads.
Third, Knowles et al. 1 extend the PtW hypothesis, the conclusions of which were based on viromic data in coral reefs, to other environments without additional, supporting evidence from viromes in those other environments. By contrast, induction experiments have previously been used to estimate the environmental prevalence of lysogenic cells directly 7 . Several previous studies in aquatic environments find that the prevalence of lysogeny declines with increasing microbial density or that there is no statistically significant relationship (see refs 8, 9 and references therein). Knowles et al. 1 aggregate several studiesincluding those with significant negative correlations between lysogeny and density-and conclude that the prevalence of lysogeny is unrelated to increasing microbial cell density. This is an example of the 'aggregation bias' (also known as Simpson's paradox) 10 that can occur when pooling data with latent correlations.
Fourth, the mathematical model representing the PtW mechanism considers the dynamics of uninfected hosts and free viruses, but does not explicitly model lysogens-and therefore we do not think it can directly address the consequences of integration nor induction. Nonetheless, the mathematical equations representing PtW do yield a declining VMR with increasing microbial cell density given suitable parameter variation. We contend that accepting this level of 'agreement' sets the wrong precedent. Several nonlinear models of virus-host dynamics that do not include lysogeny 11, 12 can also yield a declining VMR given alternative variation in life history traits across sample sites (see Fig. 2 ). These previous models include those that Knowles et al. 1 contend do not yield a declining VMR. Just as for PtW, this agreement alone is insufficient to conclude that these alternative models, which were meant to examine other features of virus-microbe dynamics, provide mechanistically valid explanations for the declining VMR pattern.
In summary, although we find neither robust empirical evidence nor theoretical evidence to support the PtW hypothesis, we share the enthusiasm of Knowles et al. 1 for the study of lysogeny in natural systems. We are optimistic that greater consideration of lysis and lysogeny, spatially explicit dynamics, functionally relevant infections among interacting pairs, and variation in quantitative life history traits will shed light on the drivers of emergent, nonlinear relationships between viruses and microbes, and deepen understanding of how viruses contribute to the turnover of microbial cells and nutrients on a global scale.
brief COmmUNiCAtiONs ArisiNg Most bacteria are lysogens [1] [2] [3] [4] . However, lysogeny has languished in viral ecology as research has gravitated towards lytic-centric paradigms 5, 6 . The Piggyback-the-Winner (PtW) 7 hypothesis challenges this trajectory by using a combination of direct counts, literature meta-analyses, experimentation, models and metagenomics analyses. In the accompanying Comment, Weitz et al. 8 focus on theoretical models and statistical aspects of metagenomic analyses. However, in our view their examination does not encompass or explain the diverse lines of empirical evidence supporting the PtW model, a hitherto unconsidered high-density temperate dynamic that remains the most parsimonious and falsifiable interpretation of the full suite of evidence that we reported 7 .
Single-strain models, and viral-host predator-prey models that exclude lysogeny, are necessarily incomplete reflections of natural communities, despite their utility as precise, predictive heuristic support to empirical inquiry. While the PtW, Lotka-Volterra, and Weitz and Dushoff 9 models examined by Weitz et al. 8 are all mechanistically divergent (for example, the Weitz and Dushoff 2008 model 9 predicts high growth systems such as the gut will support low host densities, whereas the PtW model predicts high host densities), Weitz et al. 8 show that these models are visually similar once imprecise noise (a random parameter walk) is introduced despite mechanistic dissimilarity. Extracting meaning from the model outputs, or indeed nature, to reconcile empirical observation and theoretical prediction is fraught in a noisy world in which models make apparently similar, but mechanistically divergent, predictions. Weitz et al. 8 thus highlight the need for empirical challenge to theoretical models that has been elusive in viral ecology so far. Combining necessarily incomplete empirical and theoretical approaches, the PtW model bridges this gap and reveals a previously unobserved high-density lysogeny phenomenon.
Empirical challenge of theoretical models is difficult owing to the inherently messy nature of ecological data. This has obstructed the verification of viral-host theoretical models because measurement of viral activity is problematic. PtW used an innovative metagenomic analysis to ascertain that high-density lysogeny exists, with a noisy-but clearly positive-relationship between hallmarks of temperateness and host density. Unfortunately, this relationship is obscured in the statistics shown by Weitz et al. 8 , in which normality-sensitive approaches (such as Pearson's correlations) are used on non-normal datasets (P ≤ 10 −3 , Shapiro-Wilks), farming type II error and undermining inference 10 , although most of the tests by Weitz et al. 8 significantly support PtW at our original 90% confidence level 7 (Table 1) . It is hoped that the innovative analysis used in PtW to establish high-density temperate dynamics will lead to further attempts to empirically challenge theoretical models of virus-host dynamics.
Ecological models suggest that temperate dynamics can ratchet systems into a lysogenic state with virulent viruses extirpated 11, 12 . This is consistent with PtW 7 but inconsistent with the idea that lysogeny is a
